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September 15, 2019 

TO: Sonoma Valley GSA Advisory Committee Members 

FROM: Ann DuBay, Administrator 

RE: Chairman Allebach’s thoughts on sustainability, Sustainable 
Management Criteria and Existing Undesirable Results 

Pleased see the enclosed from Chairman Allebach for your reading and 
consideration. Thank you! 



Fred Allebach 
Sustainability brief 
6/10/19, updated 8/24/19 
 
SGMA does not define sustainability but it is clear GSAs are stumbling straight into the 
pragmatics of having to reckon with the sustainability paradigm, which is illustrated by the 
Venn diagram below.  
 

 
 
GSAs don’t need to be like blind men feeling the elephant when it comes to sustainability; the 
paradigm is known. Sustainability is: managing the interplay between human and natural 
systems, through a framework called the triple bottom line or TBL, and through indicator-based 
full cost accounting of social, environmental, and economic factors. The goal is to systematically 
address and ensure viable natural resource use, and equitable allocation of resources in a 
manner bearable by the environment. Management is undertaken to address systemic effects 
and interactions. Local actors speak of “leveraging multiple benefits”, this is where TBL costs 
and benefits to sustainably manage groundwater come into clear focus. The TBL is where 
systemic effects are framed and accounted for. 
 
When the SGMA Sustainable Management Criteria BMP (p. 26 flowchart) says that beneficial 
uses (1) have to be considered by a GSA, this loops in the social and economic accounting of the 
TBL frame. Beneficial users are in the economic and social Venn diagram circles illistrated 
above.  
 
However, interestingly, on p. 5 of the Sustainable Management Criteria BMP, the text says, 
“Water managers should not confuse sustainability indicators in the context of SGMA with 
sustainability indicators associated with the California Water Plan…” The CA Water Plan usage is 
explicitly in a TBL sense. This points to some confusion with DWR failing to adequately define 
sustainability. Why? Because GSAs are being required to consider beneficial uses and users, and 
this means that a sense of the full TBL has to be taken into account, yet DWR also says it 
doesn’t.   



 
My point? If we are using the word sustainability and we are governed by a state law titled the 
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act, there is no way to avoid the full meaning of 
sustainability, even though groundwater and specific groundwater indicators are our primary 
focus.  
 
What this points to really, is that groundwater is simply our entrée into sustainability. For 
groundwater, environmental/ natural resource indicators start with a water budget and the six 
SGMA undesirable results, which will then be defined by sustainability criteria, minimum 
thresholds, significance, zone of operational flexibility etc. Reckoning groundwater undesirable 
results quickly moves into questions of economic viability and social equity, i.e. sustainability is 
a systemic frame. GSA stakeholders are going to lobby for particular minimum thresholds based 
on their social, economic or environmental interests. No GSA actor will be able to just stick to 
technical data when their beneficial use is at stake. 
 
Given that groundwater is the GSA’s charge, and that this natural resource is the entrée into 
the sustainability paradigm, at some point, numbers will become a proxy for all GSA actor’s 
interests.  
 
A take home point from the Fresno Groundwater Resources Association (GRA) conference I 
attended, it would behoove the GSA to think in terms of the sustainability paradigm, because 
SGMA leads straight into it, and the sustainability paradigm is already known. The GSA does not 
need to reinvent the wheel, nor to be paralyzed by thinking sustainability as a diffuse weasel 
word. 
 
One comment by panelist Kristen Dobbin at the GRA conference stands out: “people are hiding 
social and political issues behind technical talk.” What Kirstin is underlining is that sustainability 
is not simply a resource issue or environmental issue, there are economic and social dimensions 
too. DWR and SGMA have included disadvantaged communities as beneficial users; the door to 
the social sphere of the triple bottom line has been opened.  
 
Suggestion: all GSA actors take the Coursera Sustainability class from the University of Illinois, 
or at least read/ skim the class textbook. This will provide the basics of the sustainability 
paradigm. Issues can then be transposed to the Sonoma Valley groundwater basin and its 
associated human systems.  
 
For example, how to pay for the GSA and for mitigation projects? This entails questions of 
fairness and equity in allocating groundwater, for rural residential property owners, municipal 
use, renters, industry/ busiess, ag interests etc. How to maintain our local economy which is 
central to the well-being of all valley stakeholders? How to do this successfully while avoiding 
zero-sum games among GSA actors, and natural resource races to the bottom? 
 
The GRA conference showed how many different GSAs and local actors are handling the 
combined TBL challenges brought on by SGMA law, through various methods of full cost 

https://www.coursera.org/learn/sustainability
https://cnx.org/contents/F0Hv_Zza@45.1:HdWd2hN5@2/Foreword


accounting. Handling these challenges boils down to relationships, communication skills, 
willingness to cooperate and coordinate, and ability to be flexible. These soft skills are what is 
going to make or break a GSP, regardless of how well technical, legal, and administrative 
aspects are understood. 
 
It is worth it for us in the GSA to cultivate our relationships, and get to know and respect where 
we all stand.  
 
In addition, the quality of the decision-making process is a critical factor to GSP success. With 
multiple interests in tension all at the same table, see this article provided to all AC members by 
Jim Bundshu California Agriculture Jan-March 2018, Vol 72 Number 1 article, p. 54, “How can 
we support the development of robust GSPs?”  
 
(1) 
The root meaning of beneficial is from Latin bene, or good. Spanish: bueno. The core meaning 
of beneficial use means “good use”, as defined by those who have the most power and 
resources to make the law.  

http://calag.ucanr.edu/archive/?article=ca.2018a0005
http://calag.ucanr.edu/archive/?article=ca.2018a0005


Fred Allebach 
8/31/19 
 
Case for Sonoma basin as already in an undesirable results condition, as based on objective, 
quantified metrics from the SVGMP (Sonoma Valley Groundwater Management Program.) 
 
USGS 2006 study 
Between 1975 and 2000, increased groundwater pumping, 6000- 8,500 acre foot increase per 
year. 
A 17,000 acre feet decline in storage during this period. Two pumping depletion areas, and saline 
intrusion area noted.  
 
This time period is longer than the recent drought, and occurred during average conditions.  
 
Sonoma County General Plan Water Resources Element 
“…water resource management should consider the amount of quality water that can be used 
without exceeding the replenishment rates over time or causing long term declines or 
degradation in available surface water or groundwater resources.”  

“Using information on geology and water yields, the County utilizes a four-tier classification 
system to indicate general areas of groundwater availability. Class 1 are Major Groundwater 
Basins; Class 2 are Major Natural Recharge Areas; Class 3 are Marginal Groundwater Availability 
Areas; and Class 4 are Areas with Low or Highly Variable Water Yield. Since County maps of these 
areas are utilized in the development review and well permitting process and the requirements 
for proving adequate groundwater vary by these classes, a rigorous process is needed to assure 
that classification mapping is based on the latest available data.”  

Policy WR-2e (formerly RC-3h): Require proof of groundwater with a sufficient yield and quality 
to support proposed uses in Class 3 and 4 water areas.  
 
The notable issue here is that Sonoma basin pumping depressions are in Class 1 areas, but the 
maps are old, and do not account for depletion areas, and need to be updated. Why. Because 
groundwater continent land use in 2019 should not be based on 1982 maps. This shows that the 
county is not rigorously assuring the sense of its own General Plan Water Resources Element, 
and has allowed the Sonoma basin depletion areas to grow. 
 
TAC 2017 transition document 
“Declining Groundwater-levels in Southern Sonoma Valley Require Prompt Attention: As 
summarized in Attachment A, long-term and chronic declining trends of groundwater levels in 
southern Sonoma Valley indicate that groundwater withdrawals are exceeding the rate of 
replenishment for deeper aquifer zones in southern Sonoma Valley.  These worsening conditions 



represent a significant impediment to achieving groundwater sustainability within Sonoma Valley 
and will require the prompt attention and focus of the new GSA.”   
 
2015 BAP annual report 
“As indicated in Figure 2-9, declining groundwater level trends are more pervasive in deeper-
zone wells, with wells in the El Verano Area and southeast of the City of Sonoma trending below 
sea level.  Numerous well hydrographs shown on Figure 2-9 exhibit groundwater level declines 
ranging up to 80 feet over the last 30 years.”  
 
“Most of the groundwater level declines are considered to likely have resulted from increased 
groundwater withdrawals in localized areas (USGS 2006 and Sonoma County Water Agency, 
2014).  The area of declines has persisted for the last decade or more and appears to be 
expanding.  While the magnitude of the declining rate may be influenced, in part, by the lower 
than average rainfall which has occurred in eight of the last ten years (most notably the last three 
years), many of the wells with declining groundwater levels exhibit persistent declines, which do 
not recover during relatively wetter years (for example see well N13-02 and K14-01 on Figure 2-
9), indicating that groundwater withdrawals are occurring at a rate exceeding the rate of recharge 
or replenishment within the deeper zones.” 
 
SVGMP 2014 Five-year Update 
“The water budget for the Sonoma Valley (amount and sources of water entering into the basin 
versus the amounts and sources of water exiting) is estimated using a computer model of 
groundwater flow. The results indicate that more water is exiting the groundwater basin than 
entering it, resulting in an average annual loss of groundwater storage of 1,419 AFY, and total 
cumulative groundwater storage loss of 45,440 AF for the period from 1975 to 2006. The areas 
of declining groundwater levels in the southern Sonoma Valley corroborate the results of the 
model and groundwater storage loss over time.”  

“The net loss of groundwater is due to a combination of increasing demands and declining levels 
of precipitation over last few decades. These declining groundwater levels, which have locally 
fallen below sea level could exacerbate the intrusion of poor quality water into the deeper 
aquifer. The declines in groundwater levels and storage are not sustainable and will require 
measures to bring the water budget back into balance so that the net inflow is equivalent to the 
outflow in the groundwater basin. Reversing the declining trends and recovering groundwater 
levels in the deeper aquifers is necessary to protect and preserve groundwater uses in these 
areas. Additionally, maintaining groundwater levels in the shallow aquifer is important for 
supporting stream habitat and aquatic ecosystems, since shallow aquifer provides baseflow to 
the streams.”  

Increasing demands of, “beneficial uses”…. Something has to give somewhere. In the 
sustainability paradigm, economic systems cannot continue to indefinitely run roughshod over 



environmental systems. That is just not good planning. Local decisions should set minimum 
thresholds to reflect existing undesirable conditions. Human systems here will have to adapt to 
a sustainable yield of a lowered overall groundwater capacity.   

 
 
 
 



Fred Allebach 
BMP SMC comments 
9/15/19 
 
These are some thoughts and comments on the Sustainable Management Criteria BMP that I’d 
like to share with staff and Advisory Committee members. I think it would be valuable if we 
could all see in writing, as part of AC meeting notes, where each member’s thoughts are 
leaning, so we may be able to consider member’s interests as the GSP process moves forward.  
 
Locally defined sustainability  
If the Sustainability bar is locally defined can it be set anywhere as long as it’s stable? 
 
Significant and unreasonable, minimum thresholds etc. is all about justifying, with data, and 
quantifying where the locally defined bar is set. 
 
The SMC BMP says that staying within sustainable yield is neither a measure of nor a proof for 
sustainability; sustainability for SGMA is the avoidance of undesirable results, that’s key. 
 
2015 baseline trumps “locally defined?” 
Regardless of possible politics as to where to set bar, it has to be at least to 2015 conditions for 
all six indicators? 
 
Definition of sustainability, SGMA, and DACs 
p. 5   Sustainability indicators: critical point, SGMA is not the California Water Plan, SGMA is not 
using sustainability in a full cost accounting, triple bottom line (TBL) sense.  My observation 
here: It is very had to talk about sustainability without opening up the full triple bottom line, 
full cost accounting paradigm.  
 
With the GSP having to account for beneficial uses and users opens the door to TBL framing.  
 
From the Groundwater Resources Association (GRA) conference I attended in Fresno, and 
reported to the Advisory Committee (AC) on, panelists representing DACs (disadvantaged 
communities) bemoaned the avoidance of GSP accounting for social costs. They saw GSPs, DWR 
and SGMA as concentrating on technical data.  
 
Dr. Tiffany Manuel, “the greatest failure of leadership is to reduce complex problems to 
technical issues.” 
 
Yet DWR brings the sustainability TBL concept in through the back door by requiring the 
consideration of economic beneficial uses. As usual in “sustainability”, social equity gets the 
short end of the stick. Property owners have rights, tenants don’t. There’s a pecking order: 
economy #1, environment #2, social equity #3. 
 



DACs in Sonoma basin don’t conform to a particular location where a mitigation project could 
be done to serve them only. DACs are mixed into the unincorporated municipal area of the 
valley, and are revealed by Census annual income information in te4h DWR DAC mapping tool, 
and by studies such as Hidden in Plain Sight and the Portrait of Sonoma County. Basically, the 
demographic pattern is that the Springs is to Sonoma as Roseland is to Santa Rosa; areas of 
serious poverty right next areas of high wealth.  
 
So, DACs in the Sonoma basin do and don’t conform to discreet population definitions. 
 
I feel there is unclear direction from DWR as to what sustainability means, especially with the 
BMP SMC provisions that beneficial use and users be considered in the GSP. DACs are clearly in 
SGMA as a beneficial user group because of the real and potential social costs of groundwater 
overdraft.  
 
DACs are thus linked to SGMA-defined sustainability through one main indicator, groundwater. 
Social equity gets reduced to a number; the general goal is to see DACs have a fair share of 
groundwater water allocated, in a way that won’t break their bank, because higher costs fall 
disproportionately on poor people.   
 
The GSP will have to explain how DACs have been considered, and whatever costs and effects 
will have to be reduced to numbers.  The numbers will have to be a proxy for social costs.  
 
For Sonoma basin DAC stakeholders, having a fair share of municipal groundwater allocated 
may entail steering other factors so they add up together to support DAC interests.  
However, as noted, the fact that there are Census DAC overlay areas in Springs, but no unified 
DAC area per se, makes this category of beneficial hard to account for, because any mitigations 
favoring DACs will also accrue to other municipal stakeholders. 
 
Bottom line for DACs, the framing of GSP DACs goals will call for language that includes and 
asks for municipal benefits, that include DAC member benefits, to be specifically included and 
sustained. 
 
My current rationales group hinge on that basin DACs exist in the basin, as a SGMA beneficial 
user class, and they can be quantified, and that the bulk of them receive municipal water from 
VOMWD that has a mix of 20% - 30% groundwater, with a goal of possibly 40% groundwater in 
the VOMWD municipal supply mix. This is the linkage of DACs to basin groundwater. 
 
Otherwise, fixed-income property owners with shallow wells may call for the GSP to protect 
their groundwater level.  
 
Beneficial use  
There are three components for each undesirable result: cause, criteria, and potential effects. 
 
-Cause is based on basin setting info and models 

https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/
http://sonomavalleyfund.org/svf-initiatives/hidden-in-plain-sight/
https://measureofamerica.org/sonoma/


-Criteria, based in a quantitative description of combo of min. threshold exceedances that 
cause undesirable results 
-Potential effects on beneficial uses and users, land uses and property values 
 
This seems to say that undesirable results minimum thresholds can and have to be adjusted to 
account for beneficial use, land use, property interests. Is it possible there will be pressure to 
set the bar lower because interests need to use their water? Or do these interest just have to 
be considered?   
 
If the Sonoma bas is already in an undesirable results place, to get to baseline 2015 levels, all 
stakeholders and beneficial users will have to proportionally sacrifice something. This is where 
the negotiation of numbers will come in. Those good at math will have a chance to game the 
prescription, because numbers and formulas are what it will all get down to.  
 
Ratios and proportions may be all the math we need. From the SVGMP 2017 Annual Report, ag 
uses 55% and rural residential 27% of basin groundwater, followed by mutual water companies 
6%, municipal 5%, irrigated turf 4% and industry 3%. This is the beneficial user spread.is it 
reasonable to spread the costs and benefits in accordance with this spread? Or will municipal 
uses at some point take precedence because of values calls about the human costs of lack of 
water?  
   
The GSP will need to demonstrate to DWR and the public, that the numbers are reasonable; no 
matter what number and models are used, they will have to be calibrated to 5 year milestones 
in the ground, and if no upward trajectory to 2015 levels, or to a putative sustainable stasis, red 
flag. 
 
A new way of thinking called for 
With the interrelated and complex aspect of factors to be applied to all six indicators, we need 
to learn to think in a new way, and to develop a process where the AC vets the different factors 
in a systematic way. If we have meandering discussions and a limited amount  of dedicated 
time with GSA staff present, we’ll never get there. 
 
The AC may want to forego PowerPoint presentations that take a  lot of time and essentially 
repeat packet information that members should come to the meeting having studied. With 
more time allowed for (gained by AC members dedicating more private time to homework), the 
AC can have more free-range discussions to tease out the larger conceptual and quantifiable 
understandings we need to get to. Staff can develop a matrix for each indictor, so when we get 
our new multi-tiered thinking caps on, and are intellectually geared up this way, to apply 
SGMA’s version of full cost accounting, we can hopefully proceed in a deliberate and systematic 
manner.   
 
2015 baseline, possible management areas, basin showing undesirable results already? 



“Once min. thresholds have been developed and an undesirable result numerically defined, the 
GSA may evaluate whether the undesirable result was present prior to 2015; this evaluation is 
not possible until significant and undesirable results have been defined.” 
 
In Sonoma basin’s case, we have the data to prove prior storage loss and lowering groundwater 
levels. The real question here is whether the rate and amount of loss will be seen as average or 
significant and unreasonable? If average, then the GSA can say basin did not have undesirable 
results before. This may become, or already is, a political issue, with some interests wanting to 
push for the average definition.   
 
Please see my short brief on why I believe at least certain areas of the basin, that could be 
management areas too, already have undesirable results. I see a strong case for existing 
undesirable results as of 1/15. 
 
According to DWR, you can’t have previous undesirable results until you have an HCM, or 
Hydrologic Conceptual Model and know the basin setting well; but a HCM is nothing but what 
we already know about the setting anyway. Basin actors know there are problem areas. 
 
It seems to me that county economic systems have historically been favored to a level of 
unsustainable natural resource use. This is California’s boom and bust pattern, use up the 
timber, the fish, the range, until the system crashes, then move to the next thing. The Redwood 
Empire has turned to Wine Country. Real estate has become the big thing. To the extent that 
the economic part of our local human system is predicated on endless growth and 
consumption, and not conservation and carrying capacity, we seem to be running into the same 
boom and bust pattern with groundwater.   
 
The writing I see on the wall in the future is that all will have to get by with less groundwater; 
the more straws that go in, the less each; the challenge for the GSP is proportionally, how much 
less each?  
 
Bottom line: keep all indicators at 2015 levels and above, and that’s it, sustainable yield.  
The water budget will depend on a 2015 baseline. Depending on how hard it is to agree on 
ways to get to 2015 levels, the AC may want to shoot higher, so as to create more groundwater 
benefits for all the future beneficial users. 
 
Management areas 
East Side depletion area, El Verano depletion area, Saline intrusion area, Baylands. 
 
Does the GSA have a basin-wide, and/or potential management area full set of sustainability 
indicators for 2015? If so, can the AC see this in a form laid out by sustainability indicator, in a 
graphic easy to read? 
 
We must be going to get to defining possible management areas soon.  
 



Water quality contaminate plumes 
Can the AC have data on all known contaminant plumes? What chemicals are being tracked?  
 
Expanded municipal use based on aqueduct-delivered water to offset groundwater use? 
The city and VOMWD could put more unincorporated areas on aqueduct-supplied municipal 
water to mitigate rural residential use of groundwater. A plan like this would require staking 
out groundwater as an area of mutual interest, for which municipal suppliers and users would 
have to agree to sacrifice for.  
 
Any DWR biases to disclose?  
Who watches the watchers? Can DWR staff bias be defined and stated up front? A statement 
and admission of potential bias up front would be good for transparency, as no one is free of 
bias. 
 
Minimum thresholds 
It seems like there is an incentive to set min. thresholds low so as to not cross, for sustainable 
yields to be lower than maybe called for. For depletion zones, keep open to planning to violate 
min. thresholds, because of existing undesirable conditions. The GSP can work to bend the arc 
up, to make up for existing losses in storage, even while levels may keep going down because of 
existing use patterns and effects.  
 
We all get to pretend that before 2015 doesn’t exist, unless we maybe agree to have raising 
groundwater levels more as a goal later, or higher levels as part of GSP to 2042. Bottom line, we 
have to start recovering from where we are, and first set a goal to get to at least 2015 
  
Sustainability goal 
What the GSP shoots for in the sustainability goal, is not groundwater sustainability in general.  
 
According to the SMV BMP, the sustainability goal gets completed after the SMC are defined. 
This is counter-intuitive, to write goal after the work is done, that is a transparently having no 
thesis. No goal is driving the process; the “goal” then is more like a conclusion based on the 
data. 
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